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Stick Shift 101 - A Manual Transmission Clutch GuideNAPA ...
If you drive a manual transmission car, you may be surprised to find out that it has more than one clutch.And it turns out that folks with automatic transmission cars have clutches, too. In fact, there are clutches in many things you probably see or use every day: Many cordless drills have a clutch, chain saws have a centrifugal clutch and even some yo-yos have a clutch.
How long do clutches last and cost? | Tacoma World
When Should I Change the Clutch of My Car. There is no established time frame or mileage point in which you need to change the clutch of a car. You might think your clutch is fine if yo...
The Complete Clutch Replacement Cost Guide
The clutch can burn out over time in a manual transmission car if the driver makes a habit of riding the clutch, using the clutch to keep the car in one place on hills or using the clutch to slow down rather than using the brakes. It is also possible to burn out the clutch suddenly by trying to do a "burnout."
How to Fix a Slipping Clutch - Mr. Clutch
The standard, basic single-disc clutch is what a typical manual-shift car will almost always have from the factory. They are durable, have a good pedal feel and work great for low to medium performance. The manual transmission clutch is designed to transfer the power from the engine to the transmission as well as to sever that link when required.
How long does a clutch last? - TDIClub Forums
In this video, I talk to you about 3 ways to make your clutch last longer. These tips will allow you to extend the life of your clutch, which will ultimately allow you to save money on replacing ...

How Long Do Manual Clutches
So how long will your clutch last in your manual transmission? The fact is, it’s practically impossible to say, because there are so many variables. You’ve probably heard people say that their clutch wore out in under 30,000 miles.
How long does a clutch typically last in a manual ...
The better you treat the clutch, the longer it lasts. Start & stop traffic going uphill is bad, highway miles are great because the clutch gets no wear when your foot is off the pedal. Different car, but a buddy put over 300k miles on the original clutch on a Mazda. The car eventually wasn't worth repairing, but the clutch never needed to be replaced.
How long does the OEM CLUTCH on our cars last? - Nissan ...
Most clutches on manual transmission vehicles will last for four to seven years. However, driving in the heavy traffic, on hilly roads or other driving conditions can actually shorten the life of your clutch, causing it to slip.
How Long Does a Clutch Last? | YourMechanic Advice
Choose your car for a more accurate estimate. The clutch may last a lot longer or a lot less than 60,000 miles. It depends on a lot of different conditions like whether the vehicle is used as a tow vehicle all the time or if the transmission is used to downshift a lot to slow down. If the vehicle is used to tow a lot of weight,...
When Should I Change the Clutch of My Car
a clutch should last anywhere from 3 to 300,000 miles, it all depends on how your drive it. A clutch likes being in two states ONLY, fully engaged, and fully disengaged. The longer it is IN BETWEEN these states the shorter it lasts... I had an ex-friend who managed to ruin a clutch completely in under 3 miles....
5 ways to extend the lifespan of your car's clutch | Smart ...
The clutch in my 96 Tacoma 2.7 4 x 4 lasted 185,000 miles, actually the pilot bearing started making noise so I replaced everything while it was out. I didnt thrash it to much and did a lot of highway driving though.
How long does a clutch last? | HowStuffWorks
Funny how most answers claim it depends on the drivers techniques… That’s just nonsense. Anyone who owns a manual, will quickly enough be completely comfortable with it, and not wear it out much. No… the big difference is where and when you drive....
How Long Does a Manual Car's Clutch Last? gears clutches ...
Predicting how long a clutch will last, however, is like solving a complex equation with lots of variables. Any of those variables can make a big difference in how the equation comes out. You'll hear stories about clutches that last more than 100,000 miles (160,934 kilometers) and other stories about clutches that wear out in less than 30,000 (48,280 kilometers).
How Clutches Work | HowStuffWorks
Iron-case manual transmissions have a virtually infinite life but may need minor rebuilding (synchromesh replacement) after 150,000 miles or so with fairly heavy use and major rebuilding (gear/bearing/seal replacement) if used very roughly or under very heavy loading. Aluminum-case manual...
SOLVED: How long does the clutch last in the manual - Fixya
Ok I just got another Z this time 6 speed manual with 60k miles. Previous owner said the clutch is still the stock clutch it came with and everything. I'm starting to wonder if my Z needs a new clutch because sometimes it would be hard to put onto 3rd gear/4th gear sometimes. ... How long does the OEM CLUTCH on our cars last? (HPz350z) Quote ...
How long does a clutch last? : MechanicAdvice
One thing though, the automatic transmissions on honda's don't last as long as the engines. They seem to last about 120,000 miles on most newer hondas. The manual transmissions are bulletproof though. Other than a clutch every 150,000 miles or so a manual transmission accord will run much longer than the body will last if its driven normally.
How long should a clutch last? : MechanicAdvice
I have an '03 TDI Jetta manual shift with 133K miles. The car runs great, but how long can I expect the clutch to last for. I am considering trading the car while it still has some value, plus I do not want to be left stranded if the clutch, or any major mechanical part were to fail.
How long do manual transmissions usually last? - Quora
The Clutch’s Normal Lifespan. Virtually all clutches should be good for at least 50,000 miles in normal operation. Newer cars perform even better, and clutches that are good for 80,000 or even 100,000 miles are relatively common today. Consult your owner’s manual to find your manufacturer’s recommendations on clutch lifespan.
What Causes a Clutch to Burn Out? | Reference.com
5 ways to extend the lifespan of your car's clutch If you drive a manual transmission vehicle, replacing your car's clutch can be costly. Here's some advice to help your clutch last longer that could save you money on repairs.
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